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Olympics 
gathers 

momentum
While the London Olympics spec-

tacle is gathering momentum record-
breaking climber Kenton Cool takes 
1924 Games medal to summit of 
Mount Everest

The celebrated British climber Ken-
ton Cool (pictured left) has fulfilled an 
88-year pledge to take 1924 Olympic 
medal to the top of the world. 

Cool successfully reached the summit of 
Mount Everest in the early hours of Friday after 
setting off from camp four for the gruelling 
trudge through waist-deep snow in darkness. 

The 38 year-old, who has now scaled Mount 
Everest a national record-breaking 10 times, said 
in a note from his expedition team that to have 
the 1924 medal, which was awarded to the 1922 

British Expedition seeking to climb 
Everest, finally on the summit 

was ''humbling'' and ''simply 
amazing''. 

 Plans to conduct 
interviews from the top 
were thwarted because 
of frozen laptops and 
other communica-
tions equipment. 

Cool has been accom-
panied by Keith Par-
tridge, who was film-
ing the climb. 

Both have descend-
ed to camp four and 
are making their way 
to camp two. Cool 
said: "To have with me 
an Olympic gold medal 
awarded to the 1922 
team is humbling. 

All of the 21 members of the British Everest 
Expedition in 1922 were awarded the Olympic 
medal for mountaineering at the 1924 Winter 
Olympics in Chamonix, France, and Cool took a 
medal loaned to him from Charles Wakefield, the 
grandson of expedition member Dr Arthur 
Wakefield. 

The 1922 expedition deputy Lt Col Edward 
Strutt, had promised to take one of the medals to 
the summit of Everest in future attempts after 
their own expedition been forced back 500m 
from the summit, but the next expedition was 
the ill-fated George Mallory and Andrew Irvine 
attempt. 

Top of the world: Kenton Cool 

proudly shows the 1934 medal 

on Mount Everest olymp

The Olympic Flame travels 102.13 miles, carried by 117 inspirational Torchbearers, into Wales 

with an evening celebration taking place in Coopers Field, Cardiff. The Flame will visit a number 

of iconic landmarks including the Elgar statue at the start in Worcester, Cardiff Castle and the 

Millennium Stadium, Cardiff where the Flame will be carried by rugby hero Sam Warburton who 

currently plays rugby for the Cardiff Blues.
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